NO. | DESCRIPTION
--- | ---
1 | XERXES SINGLE WALL FRP TANK
2 | XERXES PRECAST DEADMAN SYSTEM W/ HOLD DOWN STRAP AND TURNBUCKLE ASSEMBLY
3 | 24" FRP OPENING
4 | 30" FRP OPENING W/ INTERNAL FLANGE
5 | 4" SCH. 40 PVC INLET PIPING W/ SANITARY TEE
6 | 7/8 HIGH FRP Baffle WALL
7 | EFFUENT FILTER (BAFFLE WALL CROSSOVER)
8 | 24" RIBBED PVC RISER W/ FRP LID
9 | 30" RIBBED PVC RISER W/ FRP LID
10 | PVC SPLICE BOX W/ CORE GRIPS
11 | SUSPENDED EFFUENT PUMP W/ FILTER & LEVEL CONTROL FLOAT ASSEMBLY
12 | EFFUENT DISCHARGE

WASTEWATER

This drawing is for illustrative purposes only. Consult with an engineer for specific applications.
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